
11 Reorienting government

Many of the management problems identified in
this Report can be corrected only by changing the
way that central bureaucracies are organized and
managed. Recognizing this, developing countries
have made numerous attempts to reform their bu-
reaucracies in recent years. Few have succeeded
in improving public sector efficiency, partly be-
cause of the unfavorable political climate and partly
because of the institutions that many countries
inherited at independence. This chapter reviews
the lessons from their experience and emphasizes
the need for reforms to change both official pro-
cedures and administrative structures. It also sug-
gests that governments should target administra-
tive reforms selectively, as well as keep up the
pressure for general improvements. It is usually
more fruitful to concentrate political and admin-
istrative effort on radical change in a few critical
areas than to spread it ineffectually by attempting
comprehensive reforms.

The historical and political context

Developing strong and efficient public institutions
requires considerable investment in human skills,
and a readiness to experiment with organizational
structures to find those that best fit the societies
they are intended to serve. It took today's indus-
trialized countries more than a century to develop
reasonably effective institutions (see Box 11.1).
Many developing countries are attempting to com-
press that process into a few decades. It is not
surprising that disappointments and political strains
have often occurred.

Developing countries also have to contend with
unprecedentedly rapid population growth and
technical change, a more integrated and compet-
itive world economy (which multiplies the con-
sequences of mistakes as well as of success), and
high political and economic expectations among
their peoples. Creating the managerial skills and
institutions to cope with these demands is an ex-
ceptional challenge. In countries where general

educational levels are low, poverty severe, and
institutional experience limited, the task will also
need sustained external assistance, although the
main contribution will always be a national one.

Current institutional problems should not ob-
scure the notable progress made by developing
countries. African countries have within a gener-
ation established the entire framework of national
institutions and staffed those institutions with their
own citizens. Some Latin American countries,
whose institutional structures long served pre-
dominantly rural oligarchies, have expanded their
administrations to cope with the demands of rapid
urban and industrial growth. East Asia has de-
veloped sophisticated economies along with a more
modest, but still impressive, growth in govern-
ment capabilities.

Nevertheless, many countries have equated in-
stitutional development with a proliferation of bu-
reaucracy, particularly in the public sector. How-
ever understandable this process was in historical
circumstances, it now needs reexamining. The cost
of developing the public sector has been consid-
erable; the results often disappointing. Inside and
outside governments, people are increasingly aware
that recent strategies of institutional moderniza-
tion have not delivered on their promises.

The alternatives are not simple, however. Many
countries brought some of their key industries into
public ownership to assert national control; change
in their status or their mode of operation is often
politically sensitive. Economic efficiency therefore
has to be balanced against considerations of prac-
tical politics, national sovereignty, and social poi-
icy. Similarly, appointment-by-merit in the public
service is a principle that might have to be mod-
ified to take account of a country's ethnic or reli-
gious tensions. In many cases, therefore, "ineffi-
ciency" is less the fault of bureaucrats than the
consequence of demandslegitimate or other-
wisethat the political system places on the bu-
reaucracy's limited capacities.

That said, there are powerful groups that favor
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Box 11.1 Institutional development in industrialized countries
In the industrialized world, little more
than a century separates the tolerably ef-
fective bureaucracies of today from
administrations in which corruption and
incompetence were the rule rather than
the exception. No country made prog-
ress in the same way, but certain features
stand out. First, most of the large leaps
in administrative reform (which were
often followed by periods of consolida-
tion) enjoyed strong political sponsor-
ship. In Britain the Northcote-Trevelyan
reforms, which established the essence
of a merit-based, nonpolitical bureau-
cracy, were part of the wide-ranging po-
litical changes between 1832 and 1884 that

consolidated middle-class ascendancy
over the aristocracy. In Japan the leaders
of the Meiji Restoration after 1868 wished
to build a modernizing administration

across the countryand did so, in part
by creating state enterprises that for a
time dominated such industries as ship-
building, railroads, mining, and arma-
ments. In the United States the basis of
modern administration was laid in the
nineteenth century and then expanded
during the 1930s as part of the New Deal
political response to the Depression.

Second, administrative development
also had immediately practical concerns.
It was prompted by the growth of na-
tional economies and the rapid devel-
opment of markets, just as it was in de-
veloping countries. The state undertook
the essential tasks for economic devel-
opmentorganizing infrastructure;
standardizing currencies, weights, and
measures; strengthening commercial laws;
and so on. From the late nineteenth cen-

tury onward, it was also active in edu-
cating the labor force and in influencing
working conditions through child labor
laws and safety standards. The other side
of the coin, of course, was the way the
state used its power, especially in the
early stages of industrialization, to sup-
press trade unions.

The growth of the public sector has
produced its own problems: unequal ac-
cess to services provided by the state,
rising administrative costs (and often di-
minishing effectiveness), and the growth
of self-serving bureaucracies allied to po-
litical elites. These weaknesses are par-
alleled in some respects in the private
sector, as large corporations are seen by
many to be less adaptable in the face of
changing technological and competitive
conditions.

bureaucratic growth and oppose changes that would
improve efficiency. Where the public sector pro-
vides a large proportion of modern employment
(as it does in many developing countries), change
may be opposed whenever it seems to threaten
employees' livelihoods. Overstaffed bureaucracies
and cumbersome procedures often have even more
powerful beneficiariesthose who control the flow
of patronage or who profit from the corruption
that comes from administrative restrictions (see
Box 11.2). Where institutional development out-
side the state is limited, as in much of Africa, or
where political organizations that could oppose
and expose inefficiencies are suppressed (as they
often are), it is harder than ever to improve gov-
ernment performance.

Managing administrative change

Previous attempts at bureaucratic reform have
sometimes succeeded in establishing new admin-
istrative structures but have often failed ta im-
prove efficiency or change bureaucratic behavior
(see Box 11.3). This suggests that governments
need to choose their candidates for reform care-
fully and then concentrate their efforts on them.
Far from being mere tinkering, such an approach
should be seen as the best way of achieving a long-
term strategy for institutional development. It re-
quires a political commitment to those strategic
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goalsa commitment that is difficult to sustain,
particularly since it must contend with bureau-
cratic inertia and resistance. But in many countries
this combination of selective radicalism and incre-
mental change will achieve more than plunging
into wholesale reform of the entire administration,
and can gradually build support for change by
showing results.

Persistence is fundamental to bureaucratic re-
form. This requires a permanent capacitythough
not necessarily a single agencyto provide analy-
sis and operational support for reforms. If that
capacity exists, governments will be better placed
to seize the occasional opportunity to make fun-
damental reforms because the preparatory and
technical work will have been done. The experi-
ence of developing countries indicates that public
service commissions, central personnel agencies,
and the like are inappropriate overseers of admin-
istrative reform, being too limited in scope and
preoccupied with detail. Institutes of public
administration tend to be too remote from power,
though they can help to diagnose the kind of re-
form that is needed. In several smaller developing
countries, technical offices concerned with orga-
nization and methods or management services have
been useful instruments of reform, but are rarely
able to deal with the larger structural and per-
formance issues.

Experience has also shown how persistence



can pay off. Japan's Administrative Management
Agency has a formidable reputation for keeping
government staff numbers firmly under control,
and for requiring ministries to carry through their
own reorganizations. In Brazil the Ministry of De-
bureaucratization has simplified and reduced
paperwork and red tape, by starting at the point
where the bureaucracy encounters the public, and
then working back to make administrative struc-
tures suit the requirements of their job. Thailand
has a systematic and effective program of reforms
(see Box 11.4). None of these countries tries to
deal with all administrative problems and none of
them would claim complete success. Instead, they
concentrate on a limited range of objectives and
persist with them. It is probably wise, as the Thai
experience illustrates, to link reforms to the budg-
etary process so that leaders can impose their
priorities on the administration and redirect its
activities.

In many developing countries it makes sense to
base reforms on two broad principles: first, re-
ducing the management intensity of development,
rather than adding new managerial burdens to an

already overextended bureaucracy; second, insti-
tuting reforms that make the bureaucracy more
responsive, both to political authority and to the
public at large.

Economizing on management

Countries have tried to reduce the burden on pub-
lic sector managers in three main ways: rational-
izing economic management, improving central
coordination, and decentralizing government
activities.

Rationalizing economic management

Chapter 5 suggested that many countries could
improve their economic performance if govern-
ments intervened less in markets. The managerial
benefits would also be considerable, since officials
would have fewer economic instruments to ad-
minister, and less occasion to devise corrective
bureaucratic mechanisms necessitated by inappro-
priate controls. By simplifying agricultural pro-
ducer prices, for example, governments would re-

Box 11.2 Corruption

All societies have corrupt features in the
sense that some public money is illicitly
diverted for private gain. The particular
circumstances of developing countries
rapid social and economic change, strong
kinship ties, new institutions, overlap-
ping and sometimes conflicting views
about proper public behaviormay be
peculiarly conducive to corruption.

Corruption takes place in transactions
between private individuals or firms and
public officials; thus, it is the misuse of
public funds and the failure of public
trust that is of particular concern. Cor-
ruption seriously undermines the effec-
tiveness of government.

Over time corruption tends to cor-
rode popular confidence in public insti-
tutions. This makes it harder to raise the
standards of public service, deflects pub-
lic debate away from economic perfor-
mance toward this single issue, and in
extreme cases prompts (or at least pro-
vides a justification for) violent changes
in government.

"Rent-seeking" can become an ob-

sessive preoccupation. Public officials will
do nothing without bribes, and many
people are unproductively employed in
securing their favors or buying their si-
lence. Corruption can thus become an
institution's raison d'être, rather than a
minor aspect of its activities. In extreme
cases, such as in countries which are ma-
jor exporters of illegal drugs, adminis-
tration in entire regions and arms of gov-
ernment may become perverted by
corruption.

Corruption tends to favor those with
economic or institutional power.

Some corruption is on such a scale
that it has major economic conse-
quences: it may stimulate the illegal ex-
port of capital or result in large projects
being awarded to contractors (often mul-
tinational companies) according to the size

of their bribes rather than the quality of
their performance.

The eradication of corruption as a fea-
ture of public life depends on the gradual
creation of a political and public climate
favoring impartial institutions, as well as

on specific actions by government. Many
governments from time to time have in-
itiated anticorruption drives. However,
such efforts tend to be shortlived and
ineffective, since they often concentrate
on punitive measures and even closer
but still unworkablecontrols, instead
of designing interventions so as to min-
imize the opportunities or incentives for
corruption. For example, corruption can
be limited by avoiding administratively
created scarcities (as some centrally
planned economies are doing by effec-
tively sanctioning a "second economy");
by reducing controls on international
trade and payments; and by improving
the incentives and accountability of of-
ficials in the areas where regulations or
administrative discretion remain. Cor-
ruption is usually better fought by a com-
bination of fewer, better-paid officials
controlling only what really needs to be
(and can effectively be) controlled in the
full light of public scrutiny, than by oc-
casional anticorruption "campaigns."
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Box 11.3 Experiences with comprehensive administrative reform

Most developing countries that have at-
tempted comprehensive administrative
reform have done so primarily in re-
sponse to political demands rather than
on the initiative of the bureaucracy itself.
At independence, governments were
concerned with replacing expatriate pub-
lic employees. They also wanted to gear
the public service to promoting their am-
bitious programs of economic develop-
ment. The Indian reform exercises in the
1950s and 1960s, for example, were
prompted by the view that a more re-
sponsive and decentralized administra-
tion was needed to spearhead planning.
Kenya's Ndegwa Commission in the late
1960s focused particularly on Africaniz-
ing the civil service and its role vis-a-vis
the burgeoning private economy. In Latin
America some postwar reforms have been
closely tied to changes in economic man-
agement. Bolivia, Brazil, and Honduras,
for example, linked their administrative
reform programs in the 1960s and 1970s
to national economic plans and planning
agencies. The political impetus for radi-
cal change was sometimes given added
thrust by new (and often military) gov-
ernments in such countries as Chile,

Ghana, Indonesia, Republic of Korea,
Mali, Pakistan, Peru, Philippines, and
Thailand.

Most of the major reform effortsin
both developed and developing coun-
trieshave had only limited impact.
Sometimes the political commitment
withered as governments fell or achieved
their political goals in other ways. Par-
ticularly in Latin America, reforms that
were linked to planning ambitions lan-
guished as planning itself became largely
irrelevant to government decisionmak-
ing. In the numerous instances where
bureaucrats were responsible for imple-
menting proposed reforms, they chose
those that enhanced their status and ig-
nored or emasculated the rest. Examples
from developed countries of limited fol-
low-through after official enquiries in-
cluded the Fulton Committee (United
Kingdom), the Glassco Commission
(Canada), and the Coombs Commission
(Australia). India's experience has been
similiar. Over thirty years, a succession
of committees, reports, and recommen-
dations have tended to produce changes
in detail while leaving broad structures
intact. In Pakistan between independ-

ence and the end of the 1960s, twenty-
eight major reports running to 3,621 pages
were produced by administrative reform
committees with a collective member-
ship of 146. None achieved the main ob-
jectives of reform. For some African
countriesKenya and Nigeria, for ex-
amplethe most important practical
Outcome of reform initiatives was a sub-
stantial increase in the pay and perquis-
ites of the bureaucracy. The pay propos-
als of Nigeria's Udoji Commission (1974)
were so radical as to have immediate in-
flationary and political effects on society
at large, while its other recommenda-
tions were largely ignored.

To overcome these obstacles, reform
requires the sustained support of politi-
cal leaders. Without that, reforms will be
undermined by those most directly af-
fectedcivil servants themselvesor be
ensnared by the legal and constitutional
framework of public service laws (a par-
ticular problem in Latin America and the
Middle East). Political leaders intent on
reform should therefore concentrate on
a few priorities at a time, pursuing these
to completion before attempting other
changes.

duce the need for managing subsidy programs for
credit and fertilizer. The feasibility of such ad-
justments depends not only on economic and po-
litical choices but also on effective institutions to
design and evaluate policies.

Improving coordination

All governments need to coordinate the activities
of their different departments to avoid duplication
and confusion. But to save rather than waste man-
agerial resources, coordination needs to take place
at the right levelto provide incentives for offi-
cials and agencies to cooperate and to ensure that
it generates useful information for decisionmak-
ing. This much has become clear as a result of
current stabilization and adjustment programs in
many countries. Governments found that they
lacked the means of monitoring foreign debt and
of controlling budgets. Although they have re-
sponded in different ways, all have been con-
cerned with coordinating their policy changes.
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Facing a crisis in 1979, the Turkish government
set up four coordinating committees in the prime
minister's office to implement the country's ad-
justment program. One committee dealt with trade
regimes and economic aid; a second, with mon-
etary and credit policiesespecially pricing and
exchange rate policies; a third reviewed foreign
investment applications; and the fourth handled
investment policies and export incentives. In the
Ivory Coast an interministerial committee was set
up in 1981 to monitor the economic recovery pro-
gram supported by a World Bank structural ad-
justment loan and to oversee the budget. Jamaica
has given high priority to concerting action among
the ministries and public agencies responsible for
energy policy. In other developing countries (for
example, Sudan, Thailand, and Uganda), senior
committees have concentrated on establishing
priorities for the public investment program to take
account of new financial stringencies.

Although such coordinating committees have
been valuable in emergencies, they are rarely a



long-term solution to management problems. All
too often, top-level "coordination" is merely part
of the pathology of overcentralization. Decisions
are routinely referred up the hierarchy, and min-
isters are absurdly overstretched "coordinating"
everything in their portfolios or negotiating over
details with their cabinet colleagues. Ecuador, for
instance, was recently estimated to have almost
200 coordinating boards, committees, and com-
missions. The minister of finance was a member
of forty-five of these bodies and was required per-
sonally to attend meetings of twelve of them. Co-

ordination can degenerate into mere "bureau-
shuffling": the recent tendency in some Middle
Eastern countries to put groups of ministries under
a number of vice-prime ministries has not notice-
ably improved their performance, and has some-
times produced further conflicts and coordination
difficulties. The failure of planning (discussed in
Chapter 7) is partly a consequence of expecting
planning agencies to act as coordinating "over-
lords" of economic policy even though crucial in-
formation, political influence, and operational re-
sponsibilities remained with ministries that had

Box 11.4 Thailand's approach to institutional reform
Rapid economic growth and progress
against poverty have made Thailand one
of the success stories of the developing
world over the past two decades. Yet the
country has had many apparent insti-
tutional disadvantages: political instabil-
ity, bureaucratic fragmentation and du-
plication, poor coordination among
government agencies, centralized dcci-
sionmaking, and rigid administrative
controls.

Thailand has been greatly helped by
the dynamism of its private sector and
by a broad consensus on the main goals
of development, despite frequent changes
in political leadership. A third critical fac-

tor has been the capacity to institute ad-
ministrative changes, however partial and
imperfect, which have recognized and
corrected institutional deficiencies at cru-
cial junctures when failure to do so would
have had a serious effect on develop-
ment. That capacity has existed, with
varying effectiveness, for the country
since King Chulalongkorn established
ministries, provinces, salaried officials,
and other features of modern public
administration in Thailand. Indeed, the
Thai bureaucracy has for long played a
central stabilizing role, despite its short-
comings, in the midst of considerable po-
litical instability.

The many deficiencies that remain,
however, have been highlighted by Thai-
land's recent difficulties in dealing with
an expanding fiscal deficit and deterio-
rating balance of payments while trying
to maintain its development momentum.
As part of its structural adjustment pro-

gram, the government is therefore mak-
ing extensive institutional changes. Its
strategy is now more systematic and far-
reaching than in the past, and the pace
and priorities of reform are being care-
fully chosen.

Part of the current initiative for reform
comes from within the bureaucracy it-
self. As in other countries, however, there
are limits to internally sponsored re-
forms, and a perceived need to reinforce
and extend the reform process from out-
side by gradually developing the bu-
reaucracy's public accountability through
the political system.

The aim of the Royal Thai Government
is to improve overall efficiency of public
resource management. On the revenue
side, a number of measures are being
taken to increase resource mobilization.
These range from strengthening the fis-
cal planning capacity of the Ministry of
Finance, decentralizing and computer-
izing the operations of the Revenue De-
partment, reorganizing the Customs and
Excise departments, and establishing a
training institute for tax officials to ex-
panding land survey and property val-
uation capabilities to augment local gov-
ernment revenues from land and property
taxes.

Simultaneously, major efforts are being
made to rationalize public expenditure
programs. All of the core agenciesthe
Budget Bureau, the National Economic
and Social Development Board, and the
Civil Service Commission in the Prime
Minister's Office, the Ministry of Fi-
nance, and the Office of the Auditor

Generalhave embarked on programs
of closely interconnected reforms. These
include the introduction of modern pro-
gram budgeting mechanisms to link an-
nual budget appropriations more effec-
tively to national policy objectives and
program priorities as well as to the new
fiscal plans and rolling three-year in-
vestment and borrowing programs; im-
provements in policy analysis, planning,
and project appraisal at national, sec-

toral, agency, and subnational levels;
changes in government accounting and
management information systems to
render them compatible with the re-
quirements of program budgeting and
multiyear fiscal and investment plan-
ning; greater delegation of expenditure
authority to line managers and provin-
cial governors in order to expedite pro-
gram implementation and to decentral-
ize the impact of public expenditures; the
streamlining of procurement procedures
applicable to externally funded projects;
and the development of program moni-
toring and performance auditing sys-
tems. Parallel measures are being taken
to strengthen the organization and man-
agement of the public service and to in-
stitutionalize the promotion of further
long-term administrative reforms. These
measures include the establishment of a
civil service staff college, the develop-
ment of indigenous management advi-
sory capabilities, the planned rotation of
senior government officials, and the
launching of a major study of public
service salaries and fringe benefits.
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nothing to gain and much to lose from coopera-
lion. Such a coordinating role is possible only if
planning agencies influence budget allocations.

In the field, the lessons from coordination ef-
forts reviewed in Chapter 9 are clear and widely
applicable. Where effective coordination cannot be
assured, the need for it may be reduced by sim-
plifying development programs and shedding or
postponing their least manageable components.
Otherwise, collaboration may be improved by joint
project planning and the negotiation of contracts
between agencies, and by strengthening financial
control so that funds are released only when agen-
cies deliver on previous commitments. In some
countriesfor example, India, Kenya, and Malay-
siasenior district officials, such as district com-
missioners and collectors, have proved effective
coordinators. They enjoy considerable authority
within the government and the local community,
yet do not threaten each ministry's control of its
plans and budgets.

If government feels a strong need to coordinate,
it could well be a sign that other things in its
structure and activities have gone wrong. Perhaps
it is trying to do too much. Its decisions may have
been inefficiently overcentralized. Departments may
be jealously guarding their "territory." Or officials
may not be responding to the requirements of
policy and of their clients. Whatever the reason,
governments have to decide whether elaborate
coordination will improve their effectiveness or
simply postpone other kinds of improvements in,
for example, cabinet decisionmaking, policy analy-
sis, and budgetary control.

Decentralizing government activities

The need for coordination is reduced when gov-
ernment managers transfer those functions they
cannot manage efficiently to other levels of gov-
ernment, public enterprises, local communities, or
the private sector. Decentralization is convention-
ally defined as one of three things: (a) "deconcen-
tration"transferring resources and decisionmak-
ing from headquarters to other branches of central
government; (b) "devolution"to autonomous
units of government such as municipalities and
local governments; and (c) "delegation"to or-
ganizations outside the regular bureaucratic struc-
ture, such as public corporations and regional de-
velopment authorities, or even to nongovernmental
bodies such as farmer cooperatives, credit asso-
ciations, and trade unions. In practice, the three
forms are often combined: responsibilities for
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executing development projects might be given
to provincial officers of central government (de-
concentration) to work with local government (de-
volution) and with community groups (delegation).

The most common form of decentralization in
developing countries has been deconcentration. In
Indonesia, for example, the centrally funded pro-
vincial and village development programs enable
provincial and district planning units to plan and
execute schemes for increasing rural productivity
and incomes. In Thailand funds are now provided
to tambon councils to identify and manage small
projects. Pakistan has created markaz councils
under the supervision of project managerswhich
coordinate the credit, marketing, and other de-
velopment' activities of central government with
those of local agricultural cooperatives and private
businesses. Bangladesh is stregthening its thana-
level administrators to undertake local develop-
ment activities. In Tunisia each of the country's
provincial governments receives a block grant for
spending on locally generated projects under the
national rural development program (see Box 11.5).
Few countries "deconcentrated" as radically as
Tanzania didwith mixed resultsin the 1970s,
when many ministries' functions and staff were
transferred from Dar es Salaam to provincial centers.

Delegation has also been used extensively in
developing countriesespecially by creating state-
owned enterprises (SOEs). And governments have
resorted to special agencies to tackle specific prob-
lems, though this may do little more than en-
courage bureaucratic proliferation. Mexico is a
striking example: apart from having more than 600
SOEs, it has approximately 100 "decentralized or-
ganizations." Governed by federal administrative
laws, they provide social services such as pen-
sions, health, education, and research. Mexico also
has some 800 independent councils and commis-
sions dealing with issues from the development
of arid areas to electricity rate-setting to the pro-
motion of tourism. Another characteristic form of
delegation is the regional development authority.
It is often established to supervise irrigation de-
velopment, as in much of Asia, or to open up
underdeveloped regionsfor example, the Ama-
zon basin in Brazil.

Recent trends have not favored devolution as a
decentralization technique. After independence,
Africa's political leaders tended to see local gov-
ernment as incompetent, profligate, and politically
divisive, so its functions and revenues were whit-
tled away. In countries of the francophone ad-
ministrative tradition, local government was in any



Box 11.5 Tunisia's rural development program
Tunisia's Rural Development Program has
been run for almost a decade with mod-
est success. It works as follows: each of
the twenty gouvernorats (provinces of
limited autonomy) receive a block grant,
presently about $1.75 million a year. fhe
generally poorer inland gouvernorats re-
ceive 53.5 million. The money must be
spent on locally generated and super-
vised projects, with those that promote
community development and employ-
ment being favored. All project propos-
als must be backed by a detailed sched-

ule required by the central Ministry of
Planning, and money can be spent only
if it has been approved by the central
government. The vetting is not simply a
formality: some proposals have been
turned down.

Representatives of the technical min-
istries in the gouvernorats identify proj-
ects, study their feasibility and potential
payoff, harmonize them with central
government projects in the region, and
supervise their implementation. Officials
can respond quickly and flexibly to local

opportunities and local crises. The gen-
erally excessive demands on the pro-
gram's limited funds have their positive
side: gouvernorat officials have been
forced to learn how to justify projects on
the basis of their quality. Through this
successful pilot program, more money
has been made available and experience
gained for the far-reaching proposals for
decentralization and regional planning
which the government is now consid-
ering.

case part of an administrative hierarchy, with rel-
atively little autonomy. This bias against devolu-
tion may now be changing. In countries as diverse
as Chile, Nigeria, Papua New Guinea, and Sudan,
governments have started to devolve responsibil-
ities to reformed local government institutions. The
change may reflect two developments: first, the
growing desire to find new ways of mobilizing
local resources; and second, the recognition that
local government employees could be used more
efficiently than they have been.

By itself, however, devolution can do little to
compensate for a general shortage of technical and
administrative skills. If other tiers of government
have difficulty obtaining qualified staff, local gov-
ernment will find it even harder: in developing
countries, its salaries are typically only half those
paid by central government. Nor can local gov-
ernment enjoy genuine autonomy when, as usu-
ally happens, it depends on central grants for the
bulk of its budget. The revival of local government
therefore depends on vigorous action to raise more
local revenues. Evidence from such countries as
the Yemen Arab Republic and the Republic of Ko-
rea suggests that, where local government is
strongly established, it can tap revenue sources
that escaped the net of the central authorities.
However, property taxeson which local govern-
ments tend to depend for a large part of their
revenuesare inherently difficult to administer.
The central government may be able to help in
this task, as it has done in Thailand, for example.

Decentralizing has also taken the form either of
privatization (discussed in Chapter 8) or of in-
volving communities in the execution of projects.
In some countries delegation to users and interest

groups has effectively become national policy. In
China, for example, the Production Responsibility
System combines moves toward private produc-
tion with the transfer of authority downward from
state and commune levels (see Box 5.3). In India
the dairy cooperatives formed under the national
Operation Flood program are the local agents of
the National Dairy Development Board, but are
elected by, and responsible to, their village mem-
bership. In Kenya the self-help movement has used
informal taxation, community development groups,
and the women's movement to play a significant
role in secondary and technical education and ru-
ral health care.

Despite difficulties in evaluating the evidence
on decentralization, some lessons can be drawn.
First, decentralizing has been most common where
governments felt reasonably secure. Weak gov-
ernments cannot afford to decentralizeexcept in
desperation, which rarely worksand weakening
governments try to pull control into the center
rather than spread it outward. Second, decentral-
ization is probably best seen as an incremental
process of building up the capacity of organiza-
tions to assume greater responsibilities. In most
countries that have decentralized on any scale,
access to services has improved for people in pre-
viously neglected communities, the capacity of lo-
cal administrative and political leadership has in-
creased, and new perspectives and interests have
been introduced into the policymaking process.
Third, the most successful decentralizing efforts
have been carefully designed and uncomplicated
to administer, have specified clearly the respon-
sibilities of different participants, and have started
on a small scale. Fourth, for decentralization to
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Box 11.6 Decentralization in a socialist economy: Hungary

Like other socialist states of Asia and Eu-
rope, Hungary initially adopted, largely
unmodified, the system of centralized
physical planning practiced in the Soviet
Union. By squeezing consumption and
extracting substantial surpluses from ag-
riculture, Hungary quickly raised its rate
of industrial investment. It also made im-
pressive social progress, reducing infant
mortality and improving educational
standards.

The shortcomings of central planning
became increasingly apparent as indus-
trialization advanced and consumers' ex-
pectations rose. Lacking omniscience, the
planners found that their targets for out-
put, employment, and investment con-
flicted with the availability of resources
and the need to improve technology and
the quality of finished products. Prices
did not reflect scarcities, so Hungary was
being denied the chance to maximize its
output and exports by specializing.

Responding to these problems, Hun-
gary began to experiment with economic
decentralization in agriculture in 1957.
Farmers were allowed to choose how
much produce they would sell to state
buying organizations, and were given an
incentive to join collectives because they
would then be paid higher prices. Over
the next ten years, Hungary became self-
sufficient in foodstuffs and managed a
net export surplus. This success helped
persuade the political leadership to rely
more on market mechanisms in other
sectors. After long debate and prepara-
tion, in 1968 Hungary initiated its New
Economic Mechanism, which changed the
fundamentals of its economic planning.

Although the national plans remained
important for determining broad eco-

nomic strategy (about 45 percent of in-
vestment over the past decade was de-
cided by the central authorities), they
were to be implemented chiefly through
the use of economic regulators, such as
taxes, subsidies, interest rates, and the
exchange rate. Prices of industrial and
(to a lesser extent) agricultural goods
were partially liberalized. Enterprises
were given more freedom to decide on
wages and investment. Workers were free
to seek the employment of their choice,
and firms to hire the most promising ap-
plicants. Profitability became a more im-
portant performance indicator than
physical output, while central allocation
of credit became a key mechanism for
ensuring that firms' decisions were con-
sistent with macroeconomic objectives.
For big investments, firms generally had
to compete for loans to supplement their
retained profits, plus part of depreciation
allowances (normally 60 percent) that they
also retained. However, companies have
still often invested more than the au-
thorities had anticipated, forcing them to
change the regulators in an effort to con-
trol aggregate demand.

By 1973 the New Economic Mecha-
nism had achieved several of its objec-
tives, particularly by making prices the
main instrument for decentralizing de-
cisions. But the reforms had not changed
the industrial structurewhich had be-
come highly concentrated during the
1960s, thereby limiting domestic com-
petition. Furthermore, even when com-
pany managers had considerable auton-
omy in principle, ministries and state
agencies retained informal control over
their decisions. Since managers of large
enterprises could also exert pressures on

central bodies, special favors were often
bargained for, reducing competitive
pressures.

Between the end of 1972 and 1978, links
between domestic and international prices
weakened and the role of prices in eco-
nomic decisions declined. This was partly
in response to urban workers' discontent
with increasing income differentials, and
partly to try and insulate the Hungarian
economy from unfavorable international
changes. As a result, efficiency suffered
and Hungary did not improve its inter-
national competitiveness. It maintained
GDP growth at an average of almost 6
percent a year, but largely by relying
heavily on foreign borrowing.

In 1978, faced with the prospect of more
expensive petroleum and other raw ma-
terials from its socialist trading partners,
and the impossibility of indefinite reli-
ance on foreign loans to maintain growth,
Hungary decided to accelerate its eco-
nomic reforms. The government took
measures to link domestic and interna-
tional prices more closely and to unify
the exchange rate. Central intervention
in enterprises has been reduced, and the
government has divided large state firms
into several smaller units to promote
competition. Wages are to be linked more
closely to productivity and profits, and
unprofitable enterprises are supposed to
be closed down. It is still early to judge
the impact on economic efficiency of this
new phase, especially in bleaker inter-
national trading conditions. But it is re-
markable that pressure for economic de-
centralization has recurred in Hungary
as the only means seen to be available
to promote economic efficiency.

work, there has to be a real political willingness
to relinquish some central financial powers. Local
organizations need money and, in the long term,
revenue-raising powers as well. The responsibility
of raising and spending money can galvanize local
people; without it, they feel dependent and
frustrated.

This last point raises broader questions about
the purpose of decentralization. Where govern-
ments are simply divesting themselves of activities
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that they cannot manage, the transfer of owner-
ship itself confers the autonomy that is needed to
make decentralization work. A change of owner-
ship may not be the real objective, however. Gov-
ernments may be decentralizing as a way of ob-
taining the greater efficiency that is possible with
market mechanisms. In socialist countries, for ex-
ample, the main thrust of decentralization has been
to increase the autonomy of enterprises and to
expand market and quasi-market relationships



rather than to privatize ownership (although the
latter has also occurred to a small extentsee Box
11.6). In many developing countries, managerial
economies in the public sector may be realized by
simplifying objectives and increasing the auton-
omy of managers to carry them out. This is par-
ticularly important in SOEs, as Chapter 8 showed;
managers spend much of their time coping with
problems created by central government, and
sponsoring ministries get involved in details in-
stead of concentrating on strategic policy issues.

Decentralization should therefore be seen as part
of a broader market-surrogate strategy, designed
to make public enterprises and bureaucracies more
responsive to their ministers and to their clientele,
and to achieve a closer connection between inputs
and outputs. But a balance clearly has to be struck.
Governments often need greater central control
over some activitiesas they do today over bud-
gets and foreign debt, for example. And some
functions will always be subject to close central
supervision for political and other reasons. How-
ever, improving some kinds of central control can
lay the groundwork for decentralizing other kinds
of government activityparticularly the delivery
of rural and social services and routine mainte-
nance and administration. Since good senior man-
agers and administrators are scarce almost every-
where, it is always worth examining the scope for
dividing up development tasks to make greater
use of junior managers. They may be less sophis-
ticated but they are also more abundant.

Making bureaucracies responsive

All these avenues for management-saving re-
formrationalizing the policy framework, im-
proving coordination, and decentralizationneed
to be supported by corresponding changes in the
way public employees regard their work. In many
countries, that means improving the accountabil-
ity of individual employees and of the bureaucracy
at large.

Improving accountability

As criticism of bureaucracy has mounted in both
developed and developing countries, administra-
tive reform has increasingly been seen as an issue
of accountability. This has both external and in-
ternal dimensions.

Political responsibility for the conduct of public
businessespecially the spending of public
moneyis at the heart of external accountability.

In many countries it needs strengthening by, for
example, prompter publication of accounts and
increased power and staff for auditing agencies.
However, there is little point in establishing the
principle of accountability if political leaders do
not enforce it. Enforcement is clearly much less
likely in countries where the political process does
not extend far beyond the state apparatus itself.
Elsewhere, a clear political commitment, even if
mainly symbolic, can have salutary effects. In Ma-
laysia, for example, all public servants (including
the prime minister) have to punch a time clock
when they arrive at, and leave, work.

One way to strengthen accountabilityand also
to give managers a dispassionate view of particular
agencies' competence and problemsis to de-
velop performance (or "value for money") audit-
ing of government bodies. Since monitoring is
costly, it needs to be done selectively and in col-
laboration with the bodies concerned (while taking
care to avoid being "captured" by them). There
may also be opportunities to improve performance
by making the bureaucracy accountable to its
"users." The Brazilian debureaucratization proc-
ess has something of this approach in its concen-
tration on the everyday encounters between state
and citizen. Where agencies are operating with
organized community or user groups, they may
become answerable to themespecially if the
clienteles can be given some market power. Chap-
ter 8 gave the example of Kenya's Tea Develop-
ment Authority, where small tea growers can switch
to other crops if they are dissatisfied with the Au-
thority' s performance.

External pressures must be complemented by
internal accountabilityofficials being individ-
ually accountable to their superiors. This can sel-
dom be done, however, without managerial re-
sponsibilities being decentralized to the appropriate
operational level. Most large private companies
give managers specific responsibilities and the
budgets and staff to go with themand then judge
them on their results. Public bureaucracies, by
contrast, have been slow to give their managers
similar freedomjust as governments have been
reluctant to increase the autonomy of public en-
terprises.

The connection between autonomy and ac-
countability matters most in SOEs. As Chapter 8
made clear, before SOE managers can be held ac-
countable for performance, their goals have to be
established, preferably by negotiation; they must
have reasonable control over the means of achiev-
ing them; and government must be capable of
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monitoring their achievements. Performance
agreementscontracts specifying conditions that
can then be monitoredare among the most
promising mechanisms, although they are not
without problems.

Budgetary reform can also help improve internal
accountability in the bureaucracy itself, as Chapter
7 indicated. The example of Kenya's Ministry of
Agriculture, for instance, showed how budgetary
procedures and allocations can be brought closer
to the way programs are managed. These changes
are always difficult to implementbut the alter-
native can often be worse. In Liberia, for example,
it can still take a senior official in a rural area three
or four months to buy a few bags of cement from
a local merchant. He also needs eleven signatures
on the purchase order and at least one trip to the
capital, Monroviafor expenditure that is already
approved in the budget. In such circumstances,
nobody is really accountable; the system tends to
breed irresponsibility and corruption.

Individual accountability can sometimes be en-
couraged by organizing the internal workings of
agencies so that units can offer market-like serv-
ices to each other. Yugoslavia, for example, has
decentralized management accountability in its
railway system, so that separate units for traffic,
traction, workshops, track, and so on buy and sell
services between each other. Similar structural
pressures are part of the Training and Visit Sys-
tem, with extension workers being encouraged to
put pressure on agricultural specialists to come up
with more relevant advice, because that is what
farmers are asking of them.

Finally, this Report has emphasized that better
management is at root a question of people: in-
dividual incentives in both private and public sec-
tors are therefore a vital part of any strategy of
reform. Accountability needs to be buttressed by
careful changes in the material and nonmaterial
rewards which public organizations extend to their
employeesas discussed in Chapter 10.

Conclusions

The approach to reform discussed in this Report
has emphasized that ends should influence means:
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much depends on what governments are trying
to achieve, and on what reforms will best fit the
administrative system of individual countries.
Nonetheless, it is worth repeating that all coun-
tries need specific capacity to plan and execute
organizational reforms in the public sectorfor
better policy analysis, to improve the management
of public enterprises and the design of develop-
ment projects, and to improve accountability and
incentives. That capacity is probably best located
close to particular targets of reform rather than
combined in a single grand "reform agency."
Whatever the precise arrangements, experience
suggests some guidelines for effectiveness:

Administrative reforms should concentrate on
a few strategic institutions or functions, rather than
be dispersed (and ineffective) across the board.

Governments can simultaneously keep up
pressures for gradual system-wide improvements,
particularly by incremental changes which in-
crease official accountability and which reduce ex-
cessive coordination requirements or unproduc-
tive centralization.

Reform needs careful administrative planning
and continuity in implementationclose attention
to detailed procedures as well as the overall policy
thrust.

Nonbureaucratic interests must be included in
the reform process to keep up pressure for
accountability, to ensure that external criteria of
efficiency and service are observed, and to see that
the viewpoint of ordinary people is taken into
account.

There should be incentives for officials and
agencies to help devise and execute reforms:
otherwise their suspicion or hostility can quickly
undermine results.

Any realistic agenda of reform requires a balance
between society's objectives and the limitations
and interests of the bureaucracy. Progress is more
likely if reforms take account of that realityby
assessing the administrative impact of policy
changes, by reducing the more unproductive and
burdensome bureaucratic interventions, and by
providing officials with incentives to adopt im-
provements rather than resist them.


